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I N S I D E  

T H I S  I S S U E :  
This month we have been planting trees to line the driveway of the property for decorative 

purposes as well as added privacy. The students have been helping with this large project 

as well as working on creating their own rings out of stainless steel nuts, going on hikes, 

eating healthy fruit bowls, and continuing to enjoy the spring weather.  

Adrian,  

Eugene, 

Robert, AJ, 

and Amara 

posing    

together at 

Hidden 

Lake       

Reserve. 

Left: Apparently, Idaho wanted to gift us with one more day of snow while we were all getting comfy in 

warm spring weather.                                                                                                                                                     

Middle: With spring  comes newborns! Can you spot the baby Killdeer running along the gravel?      

Right: One of the baby Killdeer sunning itself among the rocks.                                            

Trees, Rings, and Spring 
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A L O F T  T R A N S I T I O N S  

The students have been  

helping plant 85 trees on the 

property. From digging fresh 

holes, setting trees, and  

working together, the        

students are continuing to    

develop their teamwork and 

skill sets. 

             Planting Trees!          
Top left: Adrian and 

Amara digging a hole 

for a tree. 

Top Right: Adrian, 

Sam, and Amara  

working together to 

move a tree off the 

trailer. 

Bottom left: Amara 

and Collin digging a 

hole for a tree. 

Bottom Right: Sam 

digging a hole for a 

tree.  

 

 

 

 

Top left: Amara, 

Adrian, Alexa, and 

Kyle gathered round a 

bonfire. 

Bottom left: Robert, 

Adrian, Monica, and 

Amara playing        

badminton. 

Right: The students 

took a trip to           

Shoshone falls, with all 

the snow we had this 

year the falls were in 

overdrive. 

               Outdoor Activities 
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 Treats and Tricks 

DIY Rings    

 

Jordin introduced everyone to one of her 

favorite healthy snacks, a hollowed out   

watermelon filled with strawberries,        

mangoes, pineapple, papaya, oranges, apples, 

and spicy tamarind candy. The whole       

concoction is generously sprinkled with a spicy 

lime chili powder. 

Left to right: AJ, Kyle, Adrian, Alexa, and Amara watching 

videos of different optical illusions. The students were   

enjoying spending some time together discovering a variety 

of illusions that would trick the eyes into seeing things in a 

magnified, shrinking, or swirling motion.  

While making pancakes for everyone to 

enjoy, staff, Jordin, and Adrian carefully 

made a mini pancake, about the size of 

a quarter, drizzled with pure maple 

syrup, a dusting of powdered sugar, and 

a mini pat of butter. Tiny and tasty! 

One of our big projects this month has been making DIY rings out of stainless steel and brass nuts. Utilizing the tools we have in our shop, the      

students have been given the opportunity to learn how to use a belt sander, hand drills fitted with sanding bits, and a drill press. The process of  

making the rings is helping teach valuable lessons, not only in safe tool handling, but also patience, creativity, problem solving, and collaboration. 

Look forward to next months newsletter when we will feature the students finished rings! 



Photos of the Month 

Top left: Amara and 

Kelli at Hidden Lakes 

Reserve. 

Top right: Kwenton 

blowing out the candles 

on a chocolate sheet 

cake on his birthday.  

Bottom right: Perrine 

Memorial Bridge on the 

way to Shoshone Falls. 

Bottom left: Adrian and 

Amara unloading a tree 

from the trailer.  
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 MAY 2017 Upcoming Events 

5/6: Bowling @ Nampa Bowl 

5/7: Panning for gold @ the 

Butte 

5/12: Redbox Movie Night 

5/13: Boise Farmers Market 

5/14: Mother’s Day 

5/19: Group Game Night 

5/20: Walk About Boise           

History Tour 

5/21: Vintage Motorcycle and 

Bicycle Rally 

5/26: Nampa Farmers            

Market 

5/27: Anime Oasis  

5/28: Hike @ Camel’s Back Park 
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Quote of the Month 

“The secret of getting ahead is getting started. The secret of       

getting started is breaking your complex overwhelming tasks into 

small manageable tasks, and starting on the first one.” 

-Mark Twain 


